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A New Approach For Naive Bayes For Text
Classification With Feature Extraction And Pos
Tagging
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Abstract: Text classification is a fundamental development in trademark tongue handling. It might be performed using distinctive classification
calculations. It is appeared in ongoing exploration that naive Bays text classifiers have accomplished recognizable classification execution in spite of its
solid supposition of contingent freedom among highlights. So as to debilitate this ridiculous supposition and improve the classification precision, there
are commonly three techniques: structures controlling, highlights controlling, and occasions controlling. Cases controlling can be additionally isolated
into example weighting and case choosing. In this paper, we propose another example weighting way to deal with naive Bayes text classifier. In this new
approach, the preparation dataset is initially partitioned into a few subsets as indicated by their promise weight esteem. At that point each preparation
occasion in a subset is weighted by the separation among it and the mean of the preparation subset. Thus, it can process complex besides, multi
combination data in powerful circumstances. Here we propose an naive bayes classifier which scales straightforwardly with number of markers and
information focuses which can be utilized for both double and multiclass classification issues. We actualized the exhibited plans utilizing Java. The trial
results exhibit the presentation improvement in the classification strategy utilizing genuine datasets.
Keywords: Naive Bayes classifier, Datasets, Feature extraction, POS Tag
——————————  ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION
THE naive Bayes classifier has been one of the centre
structures in the data recovery look into for a long time. As
of late, naive Bayes is developed as an exploration point
itself since it in some cases accomplishes great exhibitions
on different errands, contrasted with increasingly complex
learning calculations, notwithstanding an inappropriate
autonomy suppositions on naive Bayes. Essentially, naive
Bayes is additionally an appealing methodology in the text
classification task since it is straightforward enough to be
for all intents and purposes executed even with an
incredible number of highlights. This effortlessness
empowers us to coordinate the text classification and
separating modules with the current data recovery
frameworks effectively [5]. It is on the grounds that that the
recurrence related data put away in the general text
recovery frameworks is all the required data in naive Bayes
learning[1]. Classification is one of the most noteworthy
utilizations of AI, which means to order an inconspicuous
occurrence as a major aspect of a specific classes. Naive
Bayes is a generally applied calculation for classification
with incredible adequacy [8]. Albeit naive Bayes is
successful and productive, its restrictive freedom
supposition that isn't valid in genuine world. So as to
debilitate this presumption and improve the characterizing
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execution of naive Bayes further, numerous techniques
have been presented. For the most part talking, there are
three classifications: structures controlling, include
controlling, and example controlling. Highlight controlling
can be additionally isolated into highlight choosing and
include weighting, while example controlling can be
additionally partitioned into case choosing and case weight g. The objective of text classification is to group the
test case (the test report) to pre-determined themes
(classes). Each occurrence of the preparation text dataset
is a report. Because of its proficiency and effortlessness,
naive Bayes is additionally widely used to handle the text
classification assignments. In this paper, we propose
another case weighting way to deal with naive Bayes text
classifier. In this new approach, the preparation
informational collection is right off the bat separated into a
few subsets as per their class esteem. At that point each
preparation case in a subset is weighted by the separation
among it and the mean of the preparation subset. The test
results on genuine datasets demonstrate that as far as the
exactness of classification, our strategy performs superior
to anything three existing naive Bayes text classifiers.
The remainder of this paper is composed as pursues. Area
2 shows some related work. In Section 3 we propose our
Bayes text classification strategy in detail; trial results are
accounted for in Section 4, which is trailed by the
conclusion in section 5.

2 BACKGROUND STUDY
Saengthongloun, B., et al. [2] current AC (Associative
classification)- Stream, a calculation for acquainted
classification over information streams utilizing various
standards. Air conditioning Stream depends on the
estimation of help edge and a milestone window model. To
maintain a strategic distance from predisposition on single
guideline forecast, AC-Stream can decide k-rules for
foreseeing concealed information. An interim evaluated
Hoeffdingbound is utilized as an increase to isolate the best
class from different classes to inexact K number of
standards. We contrast ACStream and single-rule forecast
strategy on various qualities of 9 huge datasets from UCI851
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Datasets.
Kotecha, R., et al. [3] the two developing
issues in information classification are talked about:
information stream classification and security safeguarding
classification of homogeneously disseminated. We look at
some current information stream classification methods and
distinguish Hoeffding Adaptive Tree with Adaptable Window
as an extremely effective classifier in nearness just as
without idea float. Further, from the writing review it was
discovered that prompting an unknown choice tree from the
private information gives great classification exactness and
furthermore saves security to a more prominent degree.
Thus, we propose a methodology of structure a gathering of
unknown choice tree classifiers for a situation where the
information is homogeneously conveyed crosswise over
destinations. The test results have demonstrated that this
methodology gives promising outcomes. Further, we talk
about that considerably all the more rising issue is a blend
of the two, known as security safeguarding classification of
homogeneously conveyed information streams. Wang, D.,
et al. [4] presented a structure of scanty online classification
(SOC) for enormous scale high-dimensional information
stream
classification
undertakings.
We
initially
demonstrated that the system basically incorporates a
current first-request inadequate online classification
calculation as a unique case, and can be additionally
stretched out to determine new scanty online classification
calculations by misusing second-request data. We
dissected the presentation of the proposed calculations on
a few genuine word datasets, in which the empowering
exploratory outcomes demonstrated that the proposed
calculations can accomplish the best in class execution in
contrast with an enormous group of differing web based
learning calculations Abdulsalam, H., et al. [6] proposed a
stream classification outfit calculation that is intended to
deal with. The calculation effectively handles idea changes
utilizing an entropy-based idea float identification strategy. It
rapidly records the new expected classification precision
after the progressions are displayed in the stream. It
additionally powerfully changes its parameter dependent on
the information seen up until this point. The key element of
our calculation is that it can choose if the woods under
development is strong enough for arrangement when a
square of named records isn't long enough to totally refresh
the present woodland. Shao, J., et al. [7] Present another
model based classification calculation, SyncStream, to get
the hang of advancing information stream. Expanding upon
the systems of error driven representativeness learning, PTree based information upkeep and idea float taking care
of, SyncStream permits powerfully displaying the advancing
ideas and supporting a decent expectation execution.
Despite the fact that PTree based information upkeep is
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comparative with the classifier support in the group
learning, it to a great extent contrasts from the gathering
learning at any rate in three perspectives: (a) SyncStream
catches the advancing ideas by choosing the most
significant models by means of blunder driven
representativeness learning, rather than including or
evacuating classifiers in the outfit learning; (b) SyncStream
refreshes the significance of models dependent on its
representativeness of current idea and time factor, while
troupe learning refreshes the loads of classifiers regularly
expanding upon the prescient intensity of every individual
classifiers; (c) One other appealing property of SyncStream
is to show idea with individual models while outfit learning is
hard to display current idea without learning reasonable
window of information lumps. Like conventional windowsubordinate unexpected idea location calculations, the
inferred number of unexpected ideas intensely relies upon
the size of information lump. In exhaustive tests, we have
demonstrated that SyncStream outflanks a few best in class
information stream classification techniques. Giao, B. C., et
al. [9] proposed a productive multi-scale portrayal of timearrangement information, the covered division, for likeness
look for various examples over gushing time arrangement
under the Euclidean separation. The strategy can decrease
the quantity of information purposes of time-arrangement
designs, which are not in the sifting procedure. The
calculation utilizes a multi-goals list structure obliging with
the covered division or the non-covered one. Likewise, the
calculation can perform range scan for time-arrangement
designs in which each example has its very own hunt
sweep.

3 SYSTEM MODEL
3.1 DATASET
The Data sets are taken by real word datasets, Here we
have selected the realDonaldtrump.csv file. This data set
have many records for real world events. Data set Link
path: https://data.world/fivethirtyeight/twitter-ratio
3.2. PRE-PROCESSING
This present reality information are commonly deficient,
boisterous and conflicting. The Data pre-preparing helps in
information cleaning, information decrease and information
discretization. The accompanying pre-preparing stage will
make the dataset progressively exact. We utilized
information pre-preparing strategies, for example,
uproarious evacuation, include extraction and quality
decrease. Those techniques improved the precision of the
Naïve Bayes classifier and diminished the handling time.
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Fig 1: Data set Processing
In figure 1 shows the Data sets are uploaded and the data
processing are shown in this figure. The datasets are
selected by using the upload button.
3.3 PARAMETER ESTIMATION
Since fij is a frequency of a term i in a document dj with a
fixed length according to the definition of Poisson
distribution, we ought to standardize the real term
frequencies in the records with the diverse length.

Data set

Furthermore, suggest that smoothing term frequencies is
important so as to fabricate an increasingly precise model.
Thus, we estimate fij as the normalized and smoothed
frequency of actual term frequency xij, represented by,
fij=
.T--------- (1)
In formula 1where is a laplace smoothing
parameter, T is any huge value which makes all the fij in
our model an integer value1, and is the length of dj

Pre-processing

Apply POS Tag

Weight=TF*IDF

Feature Extraction

Calculate TF, IDF

Train Data

Input as Test Data

Classify Result
Fig 2: Our Proposed System Architecture

3.4 POS-TAGGER
The POS-tagger ought to get as info a non clarified
sentence, w, made of n words, wi, and should restore a
similar sentence, however now with all the wi set apart with
the suitable tag. Expecting we know every one of the
possibilities, W i, of tagging every one of the words wi of the
information sentence, the pursuit space of the issue can be
characterized by the set W 1×W 2×......×W m. Thusly the
arrangement can be found via looking through the issue
state space. We accept that this inquiry can be guided by
the disambiguation principles found before. We tried the

molecule swarm streamlining agent (PSO-Tagger). The
taggers created were intended to get as data sources a
sentence, w, a lot of sets of disambiguation rules, D t, and a
lexicon, returning as yield the information sentence with
every one of its words marked with the right POS tag. The
pursuit calculation advances a swarm/populace of
particles/people, that encode, every one of them, a
succession of labels for the expressions of the information
sentence. The nature of every molecule/individual is
estimated utilizing the arrangements of disambiguation
principles given as info. The Figure 2 speaks to the
proposed design of our framework.
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Fig 3: POS Tagging
3.5 FEATURE WEIGHTING
Feature selection is frequently executed as a pre-handling
step with the end goal of both diminishing the feature space
and improving the classification execution. Text classifiers
are then prepared with different AI calculations in the
subsequent feature space explored a few measures to
choose
helpful
term
features
including
shared
information(MI), data gain(IG) and so forth. Despite what
might be expected, guaranteed that there is no pointless
term features, and it is desirable over utilize all term
features. Plainly learning and classification become
exceptionally effective when the feature space is
impressively diminished. In any case, there is no distinct

decision about the commitment of feature selection to
improve generally speaking exhibitions of the text
classification frameworks. It might extensively rely upon the
utilized learning calculation. We accept that legitimate
outside feature selection or weighting is required to improve
the exhibitions of naive Bayes since the naive Bayes has no
system of the discriminative streamlining process in itself.
Of the two possible approaches, feature selection is
wasteful in the event that that the extra preparing archives
are given constantly. The Word weight is determined
utilizing the formula
Word Weight=Term Frequency x Inverse Document
Frequency --------(2)

Fig 4: Extract Features
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Fig 5: Weight Calculation
In figure 5 shows as the weight calculation using the formula 2.
3.6 NAIVE BAYES TEXT CLASSIFICATION
A naive Bayes classifier is an outstanding and exceptionally
commonsense probabilistic classifier, and has been utilized
in numerous applications. It expect that all qualities of the
models are autonomous of one another given the context of
the class, that is, an independent assumption.

4: Compute the weight W of every data in every subset Di
according to the Equation (2).
5: Select the Feature selection and train the data
6. Input the test data and use the built naive Bayes text
classifier to classify the data d.
7: Returns the classified result value of d.

NBTC Algorithm
Input:
training dataset D (total number of data's is n, the number
of the class is nc); a test data d;
Output:
the classified data of d.
Process:
1: Divide the training dataset into nc subsets Di (i=1,
2,…,nc).
2: Compute the mean of every subset Di.
3. According to the Equation 1 derives the parameter
estimation

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The purpose of our analyses is to approve the adequacy of
the proposed method. we propose a naive Bayes text
classification model with feature weighting and POS
Tagging. Our new model uses the standardized and
smoothed term frequencies for each record, and Poisson
parameters are determined by weighted averaging the
frequencies over all preparation reports. Test results
demonstrate that the proposed model is very valuable to
construct probabilistic text classification frameworks. In
Figure 3,4,5 shows the after-effects of yield screens like
feature extraction and weight computation and furthermore.
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Fig 6: Accuracy Level for the Classification Results
In Figure 6 illustrates the accuracy level for the
classification results using the naive bayes text
classification algorithm.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the weighting naive Bayes text
classification calculation. In the wake of isolating the
preparation dataset into a few subsets as per their feature
extraction data's, our technique anxiously weight the feature
sets in the preparation subsets comparing to the separation
among it and the mean of the subset. The exploratory
outcomes demonstrate that our case weighting technique
outflanks unique naive Bayes text classifiers in genuine
datasets as far as classification precision. Further
improvement is accomplished by a feature weighting
method.For the future work, we will attempt to build up
some programmed strategies for choosing appropriate
feature weighting measures and deciding the interjection
parameters for the various classes.
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